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The Monthly Income Machine is NOT just another book that
simply defines option terms, strategies, and when you might
use various speculative approaches.It reveals instead a
specific, detailed list of exact entry and trade management
rules for the conservative investor seeking reliable monthly
income... up to 8-10% per MONTH Return on Investment
(ROI).The technique it offers is suitable for regular accounts,
retirement accounts and any investor wanting to consistently
seek profit from the markets with minimum and controllable
risk.When the reader finishes this readable step-by-step
guide to risk-adverse income investing, he will see why the
principle it is built on is the way many pro's invest.
The world's fastest growing trading markets are options
markets. Options offer a world of opportunities that are simply
unavailable to the stock trader. Trading stocks is like owning
a "hammer," but trading options is like owning the whole
toolbox. Why, then, do so many investors lose money in
options? They lose because they trade options the way
they've always traded stocks. To succeed, you must
understand options the way professional options traders do.
This book will help you do precisely that. When stock traders
look at price, they see information. Options traders see
probability, time, volatility -- and perhaps even a lack of
information. Stock trading is about having more information
than the other guy. Options trading can be about exploiting
the lack of information. Stock trades have a 50% chance of
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or they don't. Options trades can be
structured for 90% probability of success. The very nature of
trading is transformed by these radically different dynamics.
Michael Hanania Benklifa reveals those dynamics and shows
exactly how to take full advantage of them. Benklifa manages
millions of dollars in options trades through his own firm.
Here, he reveals how he approaches these trades, offering
practical, concise and actionable insights based on actual
scenarios. If you've struggled to profit from options... if you're
intrigued by options, but hesitant... if you're succeeding with
options but want to do better... this is the book you've been
searching for.
Profiting with Iron Condor OptionsStrategies from the
Frontline for Trading in Up or Down Markets, Audio Enhanced
EditionFT Press
Legendary trader Larry McMillan does it-again-offering his
personal options strategies for consistently enhancing trading
profits Larry McMillan's name is virtually synonymous with
options. This "Trader's Hall of Fame" recipient first shared his
personal options strategies and techniques in the original
McMillan on Options. Now, in a revised and Second Edition,
this indispensable guide to the world of options addresses a
myriad of new techniques and methods needed for profiting
consistently in today's fast-paced investment arena. This
thoroughly new Second Edition features updates in almost
every chapter as well as enhanced coverage of many new
and increasingly popular products. It also offers McMillan's
personal philosophy on options, and reveals many of his
previously unpublished personal insights. Readers will soon
discover why Yale Hirsch of the Stock Trader's Almanac
says, "McMillan is an options guru par excellence."
Options traders rely on a vast array of information concerning
probability, risk, strategy components, calculations, and
trading rules. Traders at all levels, as well as portfolio
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to numerous print and online sources,
each source only providing part of the information they need.
This is less than ideal, as online sources tend to be basic,
simplified, and in some cases incorrect. Print sources, on the
other hand, are mostly focused on a very narrow range of
strategies or trading systems. Up until now, there has been
no single source to provide a comprehensive reference for
the serious trader. The Complete Options Trader is that muchneed comprehensive reference, a compilation of the many
attributes options traders need. Thomsett lays out a rich and
complete guide to 100 strategies, including profit and loss
calculations, illustrations, examples, and much more. A
thorough evaluation of these strategies (and the rewards and
risk involved) demonstrates how a broad approach to
analytically using options can and does enhance portfolio
profits with lower levels of risk. The book also features a
complete glossary of terms used in the options industry, the
most comprehensive glossary of this nature currently
available. All too often, the attributes of options trading are
poorly understood; risk is ignored or over-simplified; hedging
is not folded into a strategic evaluation; and options traders
shun the value of holding equity positions. No longer—if
options traders rely on this comprehensive guide as the
reference for the industry.
When reading the Chinese city, which this book sets out to
do, it is not the well-known cities such as Beijing, Shanghai,
and Xi an that are in the focus of attention, but rather the
essentially Chinese of the Chinese city, those characteristics
or attributes that are more or less shared by all Chinese
cities. The spotlight is on their spatial grammar, their syntax,
in short: their code. Only by deciphering their common traits a
view to the underlying structure of Chinese cities is opened,
and we can begin to reasonably evaluate and classify the
diversity of impressions. Deciphering the code of the Chinese
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also enables
the author
to read new Chinese towns
designed by Western architects. Thus, readers are provided
with valuable insight on China s booming urbanization and
urban development.
With over 300,000 copies sold, the new edition of this
comprehensive mentoring guide clearly presents all of the
essential information needed to learn to trade options.
Whereas most options books focus on profit and loss
opportunities, this book addresses the issues of hedging
market risks in an equity portfolio head on. The author
presents the compelling argument that options should not be
thought of as risky stand-alone trading vehicles, but offer
greater value as a coordinated strategic methodology for
managing equity portfolio risks as presented in numerous
examples in this book. Divided into four parts, Options reflects
a guiding standard of the past nine editions and includes:
Crystal clear explanations of the attributes and strategies of
calls and puts. A chapter on the short life of an option. This,
missing in almost every options book, is a key to
understanding options trading. Examples in Part 1 showing
different trading strategies on both sides of the trade. The
second part of the book is about closing positions; taking
profit, exercising, expirations or rolling forward your position,
risk analysis, profit calculations, and the impact of volatility.
The third part simplifies the complex issues of advanced
strategies including the various spreads, combining spreads
to successfully hedge other positions and how certain
strategies work. Each spread is covered in at least one
detailed example. The final part is on evaluating risk. The
unquestioned benefits of hedging risk and strategies that are
virtually guaranteed to succeed that are generally the domain
of the investment giants along with many examples are
discussed. The book’s broad coverage makes it an incredibly
valuable desk reference to any trader in options. You won’t
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on the internet. Michael C.
Thomsett is a market expert, author, speaker, and coach. His
many books include Stock Market Math, Candlestick
Charting, The Mathematics of Options, and A Technical
Approach to Trend Analysis. Click here to see an interview
with the author. https://youtu.be/8bgrgLB3Mx4
A thorough guide to technical analysis methods applied for
success in the options market Though still not widely
practiced or accepted in the options market, technical
analysis is becoming increasingly common. As the practice
spreads, traders are discovering how useful technical
analysis is for determining clear entry and exit signals.
Trading Options: Using Technical Analysis to Design Winning
Trades takes the standard technical analysis approach and
applies it to the options market. Author Greg Harmon
combines technical analysis with a deep understanding of the
options market to explain how to design technically created
trades that lead to outsized gains with low costs of entry and
managed risk. The book covers trend determination, security
identification and selection, tools and trade design, and
executing, hedging, and adjusting trades. Ideal for individual
investors and options traders Identifies and applies
mainstream technical analysis methods to the volatile options
market Perfect for stock traders that wish to delve in to
technical analysis and options Written by the founder of
Dragonfly Capital Management, which provides daily
technical analysis of securities markets and trade ideas, and
CIO of Presidium Capital Management which provides money
management for clients

"Trading VIX Derivatives will be a comprehensive
book covering all aspects of the Chicago Board
Options Exchange stock market volatility index. The
book will explain the mechanics and strategies
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associated with trading VIX options, futures,
exchange trading notes and options on exchange
traded notes. Known as the "fear index" the VIX
provides a snapshot of expectations about future
stock market volatility and generally moves inversely
to the overall stock market. As such, many market
participants look at the VIX to help understand
market sentiment and predict turning points. With a
slew of VIX index trading products now available,
there are a variety of strategies traders use to
speculate outright on the direction of market volatility
or to use the products in conjunction with other
instruments to create spread trades or hedge their
overall risk. A top instructor at the CBOE's Options
Institute, the author will reflect the wide range of
uses associated with the VIX and will make the book
useful to both new traders and seasoned
professionals"-An “installment strategy” in its most basic form,
combines two options, one long-term position and
one short-term. This strategy is designed as a
conservative, no-cost method to either eliminate risk
for future trading when stock is owned; or to fix the
price for a future purchase of the underlying security.
Portfolio managers and experienced individual
traders face a chronic problem – risk versus time.
This goes beyond the well-known time decay of
options and expands to the ever-present market risk
to an underlying security. How do you execute a
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successful, conservative strategy and eliminate or
reduce market risk? In this book, a range of effective
and creative strategies set out a conservative
hedging system. This involves the combination of
long-term long positions offset by short-term short
positions in various configurations. Options
Installment Strategies presents variations on the wellknown calendar spread and demonstrates how
specific strategies work well in short-term swings
and even during extended periods of consolidation.
The book provides detailed descriptions, including
more than 550 mathematical formulas, for more than
150 trading strategies across a host of asset classes
and trading styles. These include stocks, options,
fixed income, futures, ETFs, indexes, commodities,
foreign exchange, convertibles, structured assets,
volatility, real estate, distressed assets, cash,
cryptocurrencies, weather, energy, inflation, global
macro, infrastructure, and tax arbitrage. Some
strategies are based on machine learning algorithms
such as artificial neural networks, Bayes, and knearest neighbors. The book also includes source
code for illustrating out-of-sample backtesting,
around 2,000 bibliographic references, and more
than 900 glossary, acronym and math definitions.
The presentation is intended to be descriptive and
pedagogical and of particular interest to finance
practitioners, traders, researchers, academics, and
business school and finance program students.
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In a straightforward approach, Hanania Benklifa
provides readers the practical knowledge needed to
trade options conservatively in Profiting with Iron
Condor Options: Strategies from the Frontline for
Trading in Up or Down Markets. The objectives are
simple: make 2%-4% a month staying in the market
as little as possible. Market experts use option
condors to consistently earn monthly returns while
trading conservatively and staying in the market as
little as possible. Benklifa--who manages $10+
million in condor trades each month--shows you
exactly how to run these trades and earn these
returns, delivering all the details you need to master
every nuance of this remarkable strategy. Benklifa
shares option condors examples using market
realities, not oversimplified abstractions. You’ll learn
how to handle real-life market dynamics that can
dramatically impact results, including rising and
falling volatility, changing bid-ask spreads, and
distorted call parity. You’ll learn how to profit in the
sideways markets where condor options are most
widely used--and also in extreme-trending markets
that offer their own surprising opportunities. Traders
who focus on a specific type of trade have a history
of outperforming stock pickers and directional
investors. This book will give you that deep and
usable level of knowledge about one of today’s most
well-proven strategies: option condors.
Spread trading—trading complex, multi-leg
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structures--is the new frontier for the individual
options trader. This book covers spread strategies,
both of the limited-risk and unlimited-risk varieties,
and how and when to use them. All eight of the multileg strategies are here: the covered-write, verticals,
collars and reverse-collars, straddles and strangles,
butterflies, calendar spreads, ratio spreads, and
backspreads. Vocabulary, exercises and quizzes are
included throughout the book to reinforce lessons.
Saliba, Corona, and Johnson are the authors of
Option Strategies for Directionless Markets.
Strategies, tools, and solutions for minimizing risk
and volatility in option trading An intermediate level
trading book, The Option Trader Handbook, Second
Edition provides serious traders with strategies for
managing and adjusting their market positions. This
Second Edition features new material on implied
volatility; Delta and Theta, and how these measures
can be used to make better trading decisions. The
book presents the art of making trade adjustments in
a logical sequence, starting with long and short stock
positions; moving on to basic put and call positions;
and finally discussing option spreads and
combinations. Covers different types of underlying
positions and discusses all the possible adjustments
that can be made to that position Offers important
insights into more complex option spreads and
combinations A timely book for today's volatile
markets Intended for both stock and option traders,
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this book will help you improve your overall trading
skills and performance.
"Guy Cohen is the master when it comes to taming
the complexities of options. From buying calls and
puts to iron butterflies and condors, Guy explains
these strategies in a clear and concise manner that
options traders of any level can understand. His
chapter on options and taxes is especially welcomed
(and needed). The Bible of Options Strategies is a
straightforward, easy-to-use reference work that
should occupy a space on any options trader's
bookshelf." -Bernie Schaeffer, Chairman and CEO,
Schaeffer's Investment Research, Inc. "The author
delivers clarity, insight and perception making
learning about options a joy, and practicing the art of
making money that much easier: truly a bible from a
guru." -Alpesh B. Patel, Author and Financial Times
Columnist "Guy Cohen truly makes learning about
options easy in this fact-filled guide. Bullet points
make for a quick and enlightened read, getting to the
heart of what you really need to know about each
options strategy. This book is a must for any serious
trader's library." -Price Headley, Founder,
BigTrends.com Pick the right options
strategies...implement them step-by-step...maximize
your profits! Introducing today's first and only
comprehensive reference to contemporary options
trading! OptionEasy creator Guy Cohen identifies
today's popular strategies...and tells you exactly how
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and when to use each one and what hazards to look
out for! It's all here.... Basic Strategies including
Buying and shorting shares, calls, and puts. Income
Strategies including Covered Call, Naked Put, Bull
Put Spread, Bear Call Spread, Long Iron Butterfly,
Long Iron Condor, Calendar Call, Diagonal Call...
Vertical Spreads including Bull Call Spread, Bull Put
Spread, Bear Call Spread, Bear Put Spread,
Ladders... Volatility Strategies including Straddle,
Strangle, Guts, Short Butterflies, Short Condors...
Sideways Strategies including Short Straddle, Short
Strangle, Short Guts, Long Butterflies, Long
Condors... Leveraged Strategies including Call Ratio
Backspread, Put Ratio Backspread, Ratio Spreads...
Synthetic Strategies including Collar, Synthetic Call,
Synthetic Put, Synthetic Straddles, Synthetic
Futures, Combos, Box Spread... ...and many more
strategies... Plus essential tax-saving information,
and more! No other book presents this much
authoritative, current information on options trading
strategies Covers all of today's best income,
volatility, leveraged, synthetic, and sideways market
strategies Discover why each strategy works, when
it's appropriate, and how to use it--step by step
Includes a full chapter on tax issues associated with
options strategies By Guy Cohen, whose
OptionEasy application has helped thousands of
traders achieve breakthrough results! The Bible of
Options Strategies is the definitive reference to
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contemporary options trading: the one book you
need by your side whenever you trade. Options
expert Guy Cohen systematically presents today's
most effective strategies for trading options: how and
why they work, when they're appropriate, when
they're inappropriate, and how to use each one
responsibly and with confidence. The only reference
of its kind, this book will help you identify and
implement the optimal strategy for every opportunity,
trading environment, and goal. © Copyright Pearson
Education. All rights reserved.
A detailed, one-stop guide for experienced options
traders Positional Option Trading is a rigorous,
professional-level guide on sophisticated techniques
from professional trader and quantitative analyst
Euan Sinclair. The author has over two decades of
high-level option trading experience. He has written
this book specifically for professional options traders
who have outgrown more basic trading techniques
and are searching for in-depth information suitable
for advanced trading. Custom-tailored to respond to
the volatile option trading environment, this expert
guide stresses the importance of finding a valid edge
in situations where risk is usually overwhelmed by
uncertainty and unknowability. Using examples of
edges such as the volatility premium, term-structure
premia and earnings effects, the author shows how
to find valid trading ideas and details the decision
process for choosing an option structure that best
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exploits the advantage. Advanced topics include a
quantitative approach for directionally trading
options, the robustness of the Black Scholes Merton
model, trade sizing for option portfolios, robust risk
management and more. This book: Provides
advanced trading techniques for experienced
professional traders Addresses the need for indepth, quantitative information that more general,
intro-level options trading books do not provide
Helps readers to master their craft and improve their
performance Includes advanced risk management
methods in option trading No matter the market
conditions, Positional Option Trading is an important
resource for any professional or advanced options
trader.
“Jeff’s analysis is unique, at least among academic
derivatives textbooks. I would definitely use this
material in my derivatives class, as I believe
students would benefit from analyzing the many
dimensions of Jeff’s trading strategies. I especially
found the material on trading the earnings cycle and
discussion of how to insure against price jumps at
known events very worthwhile.” —D R . R OBERT J
ENNINGS , Professor of Finance, Indiana University
Kelley School of Business “This is not just another
book about options trading. The author shares a
plethora of knowledge based on 20 years of trading
experience and study of the financial markets. Jeff
explains the myriad of complexities about options in
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a manner that is insightful and easy to understand.
Given the growth in the options and derivatives
markets over the past five years, this book is
required reading for any serious investor or anyone
in the financial service industries.” —M ICHAEL P.
O’H ARE , Head of Mergers & Acquisitions,
Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. “Those in the know will find
this book to be an excellent resource and practical
guide with exciting new insights into investing and
hedging with options.” —J IM M EYER , Managing
Director, Sasqua Field Capital Partners LLC “Jeff
has focused everything I knew about options pricing
and more through a hyper-insightful lens! This book
provides a unique and practical perspective about
options trading that should be required reading for
professional and individual investors.” —A RTHUR T
ISI , Founder and CEO, EXA Infosystems; private
investor and options trader In The Volatility Edge in
Options Trading , leading options trader Jeff Augen
introduces breakthrough strategies for identifying
subtle price distortions that arise from changes in
market volatility. Drawing on more than a decade of
never-before-published research, Augen provides
new analytical techniques that every experienced
options trader can use to study historical price
changes, mitigate risk, limit market exposure, and
structure mathematically sound high-return options
positions. Augen bridges the gap between pricing
theory mathematics and market realities, covering
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topics addressed in no other options trading book.
He introduces new ways to exploit the rising volatility
that precedes earnings releases; trade the monthly
options expiration cycle; leverage put:call price parity
disruptions; understand weekend and month-end
effects on bid-ask spreads; and use options on the
CBOE Volatility Index (VIX) as a portfolio hedge.
Unlike conventional guides, The Volatility Edge in
Options Trading doesn’t rely on oversimplified
positional analyses: it fully reflects ongoing changes
in the prices of underlying securities, market
volatility, and time decay. What’s more, Augen
shows how to build your own customized analytical
toolset using low-cost desktop software and data
sources: tools that can transform his state-of-the-art
strategies into practical buy/sell guidance. An
options investment strategy that reflects the
markets’ fundamental mathematical properties
Presents strategies for achieving superior returns in
widely diverse market conditions Adaptive trading:
how to dynamically manage option positions, and
why you must Includes precise, proven metrics and
rules for adjusting complex positions Effectively
trading the earnings and expiration cycles Leverage
price distortions related to earnings and impending
options expirations Building a state-of-the-art
analytical infrastructure Use standard desktop
software and data sources to build world-class
decision-making tools
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THE SECRET TO PROFITING FROM OPTIONS:
THINK LIKE A PROFESSIONAL OPTION TRADER,
NOT A STOCK TRADER! Understand the unique
dynamics of options trades and markets Practical,
concise insights based on actual option trading
scenarios Master trade selection, risk management,
and more By professional options trader Michael
Benklifa, best-selling author of Profiting with Iron
Condor Options Want to win in options? You must
think like a professional option trader. Step #1: Get
rid of the habits you learned in stock trading: they’re
killing you! Step #2: Understand the real dynamics of
options markets: they are radically, fundamentally
different. Example: When stock traders look at price,
they see information. Option traders see probability,
time, and volatility. Example: Stock trading is about
having an information advantage. Option trading can
be about exploiting a lack of information. Example:
Stocks either go up or they don’t. Option trades can
be structured for a 90% probability of success. With
dynamics like these, option trading is like nothing
else. Through practical, simple examples, Michael
Benklifa will help you understand what’s really going
on here…so you can consistently build trades that
earn profits and control risk!
This is the eBook version of the printed book. The
expert assistance you need to execute more
profitable iron condor option trades. Iron condors
have become popular, but there is little detailed or
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quantitative information about the best way to
employ them. As participants in 2008’s crash and
2010’s bull market can attest, “set it and forget it” is
not ideal. I’ll discuss when to enter a condor spread,
introduce key structuring techniques and
considerations, and present back-tested returns for
selected strategy variations.
In this book, a hedge fund manager and an option
trading coach show you how to earn steady, reliable
income selling options by managing your option
trades and running your option portfolio as a real
business with consistent, steady returns. Packed
with real-world examples, the authors show you how
to manage your own “one man” hedge fund and
make consistent profits from selling options by
applying the basic framework and fundamental
business model and principles of an “insurance
company”. This framework helps you to apply your
option trading strategy to a solid, predictable,
business model with consistent returns. For
someone who has some knowledge of trading
options and wants to become a consistent income
earner. The authors provide a complete “operations
manual” for setting up your business. Gain pearls of
wisdom from both a professional options trader and
coach, and from a hedge fund manager focused on
managing an options based portfolio.
With Option Trading it is possible to generate regular
monthly income from stock market. Market has
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enough for our need but not enough for our greed.
When Trading in Options, we predict where the
market cannot go and strategize accordingly. While
trading, have you ever wondered:1.What is market
going to do next?2.How can you position yourself
around that so that probability of profit is
maximum?3.What should be the ideal position-sizing
so that you do not lose big.4.What should be the
ideal option strategy, Risk: Reward, probability of
winning?5.How to handle worst-case scenarios and
come out unscathed. Definitive Guide to Advanced
Option Trading is answer to all these questions.
When we execute a trade, it can result in: Big Win,
Small Win, Break-Even, Small Loss & BIG LOSS.
This book teaches you how to avoid the Big Loss
and you automatically become profitable in the long
run.
How to collect big profits from a volatile options
market Over the past decade, the concept of
volatility has drawn attention from traders in all
markets across the globe. Unfortunately, this
scrutiny has also created a proliferation of myths
about what volatility means and how it works.
Options Volatility Trading deconstructs some of the
common misunderstandings about volatility trading
and shows you how to successfully manage an
options trading account and investment portfolio with
expertise. This reliable guidebook provides an indepth look at the volatility index (VIX) and
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demonstrates how to use it in conjunction with other
analytical tools to determine an accurate measure of
investor sentiment. However, recognizing a trend
isn’t enough. In order to give you everything you
need to profit in the options market, Options Volatility
Trading also features: Detailed analysis of historical
volatility patterns in the context of trading activity
Insights into the behavioral psychology of trading
volatility Revealing examinations of market noise
that distorts exploitable anomalies Author Adam
Warner, a recognized trading strategist and financial
writer, sheds light on the required mathematics by
thoroughly covering options Greeks and building a
solid foundation for more advanced options and
volatility concepts. He explains how to diversify your
investment choices using the latest trading vehicles
on the market, including exchange traded funds
(ETFs), which offer exceptional money-earning
potential for volatility traders. Applying the
conceptual lessons in this in-depth book, you will be
able to identify, collect, and process the abundance
of data available every day in order to time the
markets like a pro, as well as develop your own
toolbox of best practices and time-tested strategies
for locking in big profits from dramatic shifts in
investor sentiment. Most importantly, Options
Volatility Trading provides you with a go-to resource
of dependable guidelines that will help you become a
successful volatility trader in options and any other
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market.
Iron condor trading has a lot to recommend it
because the strategy is easy to understand and the
trade can be set up with a high probability of making
money. Those are very enticing qualities for traders,
especially rookie traders. In Trading CTM (Close to
the Money) Options, Wolfinger explains why better
results are achieved by trading closer-to-the-money
(CTM) iron condors. Discover why it’s actually
advantageous to trade with a reduced probability of
winning. The combination of larger profits (and
smaller losses), coupled with the ease of making riskreducing adjustments (if needed) make CTM iron
condors the winning choice. Read the clear
arguments why CTM iron condors come with a builtin trading advantage. Important reminder: No
strategy is suitable under all market conditions.
A straightforward guide to successfully trading
options Options provide traders and investors with a
wide range of strategies to lock in profits, reduce
risk, generate income, or speculate on market
direction. However, they are complex instruments
and can be difficult to master if misunderstood. NoHype Options Trading offers the straight truth on
how to trade the options market. In it, author Kerry
Given provides realistic strategies to consistently
generate income every month, while debunking
many myths about options trading that tend to lead
retail traders astray. Along the way, he makes a
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conscious effort to avoid complex strategies that are
appropriate only for market makers or professional
traders, and instead focuses on low-risk strategies
that can be easily implemented and managed by a
part-time trader. Shows how you can use option
spreads in conjunction with stocks to produce a
regular stream of income Each chapter includes
exercises to help you master the material presented
Examines how you can adjust option positions as
market conditions change in order to maintain an
optimal risk/reward profile Written for anyone
interested in successfully trading options, this
reliable resource cuts through the hype and
misinformation that surrounds options trading and
presents a realistic path to profits.
Use option condors to earn consistent monthly
returns! Specific, start-to-finish trading
instructions--NOT worthless generalities! •
•Understand every nuance of this powerful trading
strategy, and use it to earn attractive profits with low
risk. •Examples based on real-life market dynamics,
not oversimplified abstractions. •Powerful
techniques you can start using with as little as
$2,500: information previously available only through
costly seminars. In a straightforward approach, you'll
be guided through the practical knowledge that you
will need to trade conservatively. The objectives are
simple: make 2%- 4% a month staying in the market
as little as possible. Market experts use option
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condors to consistently earn monthly returns while
trading conservatively and staying in the market as
little as possible. Michael Hanania Benklifa--who
manages $10+ million in condor trades each
month--shows you exactly how to run these trades
and earn these returns. Benklifa doesn't serve up
generalities: He delivers all the details you need to
master every nuance of this remarkable strategy.
Benklifa bases his examples on market realities, not
oversimplified abstractions. You'll learn how to
handle real-life market dynamics that can
dramatically impact results, including rising and
falling volatility, changing bid-ask spreads, and
distorted call parity. You'll learn how to profit in the
sideways markets where condor options are most
widely used--and also in extreme-trending markets
that offer their own surprising opportunities. Traders
who focus on a specific type of trade have a history
of outperforming stock pickers and directional
investors. This book will give you that deep and
usable level of knowledge about one of today's most
well-proven strategies: option condors.
My thoughts on selling naked put options from the
perspective of traders and investors, both novice and
experienced. eBook is available.
How you can earn remarkable profits right now by
trading in very brief time frames! • •Forget 'buy and
hold.' Look what it's done to the investors who
believed in it! •Enter the market at very specific
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times, and structure trades that capitalize on proven
pricing anomalies and distortions. •Master day
trading strategies that work in any market conditions,
because they don't rely on financial predictions,
company results, or market direction. Stock prices
have lost all relationship to the underlying
performance of the companies they represent:
investors who relied on traditional 'buy and hold'
strategies have been savaged by the greatest
destruction of wealth in the history of the world. But
some options traders are earning immense profits
right now, even in this generation's worst market and
they'll keep profiting no matter how the market
moves. How? They trade at very specific times and
structure trades to capitalize on well-characterized
pricing anomalies and distortions. By doing so, they
can generate more profit in one day than most
experienced investors realize in a month, sometimes
even a year. What's more, they systematically
minimize exposure to market risk, including
potentially disastrous after-hour market moves. In
Day Trading Options, top options trader Jeff Augen
shows exactly how you can use these strategies,
too. You'll learn why day trading options is more
practical than ever, and understand trends in the
options market that have leveled the playing field
between large institutions and private traders. Augen
reveals how to choose candidates for day trading;
use new technical indicators that work; spot
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mispriced options; exploit rapid changes in implied
volatility, and much more. Above all, you'll learn how
to structure positions that close profitably before the
end of trading, so end the day wealthier and more
secure than you were in the morning. Jeff Augen,
currently a private investor and writer, has spent
over a decade building a unique intellectual property
portfolio of algorithms and software for technical
analysis of derivatives prices. His work includes over
1 million lines of computer code reflecting powerful
new strategies for trading options. As founding
executive of IBM's Life Sciences Computing
business, he defined a growth strategy resulting in
$1.2B of new revenue, and managed $200M in
venture investments. His books include Trading
Options at Expiration, The Optionsand The Volatility
Edge in Options Trading . Trader Workbook
A top options trader details a practical approach for
pricing and trading options in any market condition
The options market is always changing, and in order
to keep up with it you need the greeks—delta,
gamma, theta, vega, and rho—which are the best
techniques for valuing options and executing trades
regardless of market conditions. In the Second
Edition of Trading Options Greeks, veteran options
trader Dan Pasarelli puts these tools in perspective
by offering fresh insights on option trading and
valuation. An essential guide for both professional
and aspiring traders, this book explains the greeks in
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a straightforward and accessible style. It skillfully
shows how they can be used to facilitate trading
strategies that seek to profit from volatility, time
decay, or changes in interest rates. Along the way, it
makes use of new charts and examples, and
discusses how the proper application of the greeks
can lead to more accurate pricing and trading as well
as alert you to a range of other opportunities.
Completely updated with new material Information
on spreads, put-call parity and synthetic options,
trading volatility, and advanced option trading is also
included Explores how to exploit the dynamics of
option pricing to improve your trading Having a
comprehensive understanding of the greeks is
essential to long-term options trading success.
Trading Options Greeks, Second Edition shows you
how to use the greeks to find better trades,
effectively manage them, and ultimately, become
more profitable.
An A to Z options trading guide for the new
millennium and the new economy Written by
professional trader and quantitative analyst Euan
Sinclair, Option Trading is a comprehensive guide to
this discipline covering everything from historical
background, contract types, and market structure to
volatility measurement, forecasting, and hedging
techniques. This comprehensive guide presents the
detail and practical information that professional
option traders need, whether they're using options to
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hedge, manage money, arbitrage, or engage in
structured finance deals. It contains information
essential to anyone in this field, including option
pricing and price forecasting, the Greeks, implied
volatility, volatility measurement and forecasting, and
specific option strategies. Explains how to break
down a typical position, and repair positions Other
titles by Sinclair: Volatility Trading Addresses the
various concerns of the professional options trader
Option trading will continue to be an important part of
the financial landscape. This book will show you how
to make the most of these profitable products, no
matter what the market does.
Equity and index options expire on the third Friday of
each month. As that moment approaches, unusual
market forces create option price distortions, rarely
understood by most investors. These distortions give
rise to outstanding trading opportunities with
enormous profit potential. In Trading Options at
Expiration: Strategies and Models for Winning the
Endgame, leading options trader Jeff Augen
explores this extraordinary opportunity with neverbefore published statistical models, minute-byminute pricing analysis, and optimized trading
strategies that regularly deliver returns of 40%-300%
per trade. You’ll learn how to structure positions that
profit from end-of-contract price distortions with
remarkably low risk. These strategies don’t rely on
your ability to pick stocks or predict market direction
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and they only require one or two days of market
exposure per month. Augen also discusses: · Three
powerful end-of-cycle effects not comprehended by
contemporary pricing models · Trading only one or
two days each month and avoiding overnight
exposure · Leveraging the surprising power of
expiration-day pricing dynamics If you’re looking for
an innovative new way to reignite your returns no
matter where the markets move, you’ve found it in
Trading Options at Expiration. “Learn and profit from
Jeff Augen’s book: It clearly explains how to take
advantage of market inefficiencies in collapsing
implied volatility, effects of strike price, and time
decay. A must-read for individuals who are options
oriented.” --Ralph J. Acampora, CMT, Director of
Technical Analysis Studies, New York Institute of
Finance “A fantastic, insightful book full of
meticulously compiled statistics about anomalies that
surround option expiration. Not only does Augen
present a set of effective trading strategies to
capitalize on these anomalies, he walks through the
performance of each across several expirations. His
advice is practical and readily applicable: He outlines
common pitfalls, gives guidance on timing your
executions, and even includes code that can be
used to perform the same calculations he does in the
text. A thoroughly enjoyable read that will give you a
true edge in your option trading.” --Alexis Goldstein,
Vice President, Equity Derivatives Business Analyst
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“Mr. Augen makes a careful and systematic study of
option prices at expiration. His translation of price
behavior into trading strategy is intriguing work, and
the level of detail is impressive.” --Dr. Robert
Jennings, Professor of Finance, Indiana University
Kelly School of Business “This book fills a gap in the
vast amount of literature on derivatives trading and
stands out for being extremely well written, clear,
concise, and very low on jargon--perfect for traders
looking to evolve their equity option strategies.”
--Nazzaro Angelini, Principal, Spearpoint Capital
“Instead of considering macro-time strategies that
take weeks to unfold, Jeff Augen is thinking micro
here--hours or days--specifically the days or hours
right before expiration, and harnessing grinding,
remorseless options decay for profit. He builds a
compelling case for the strategy here. The concept
of using ratio spreads plus risk management for as
brief a period as one day--open to close--to capture
expiring premium is worth the price of admission
alone. A superb follow-up to his first book. Must-read
for the serious options student.” --John A. Sarkett,
Option Wizard software
Markets are more volatile than ever. That terrifies
many investors, but it shouldn't terrify you. Smart
investors know how to feast on volatility. That's
because they've learned proven trading strategies
designed specifically to profit from rapid market
shifts. In Volatile Markets Made Easy: Trading
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Stocks and Options for Increased Profits, investing
expert Guy Cohen teaches you how to earn big
returns by systematically cherry picking the best
trades while minimizing risk, and execute a simple
trading plan that leverages your profits in volatile
markets. "Volatile Markets Made Easy is not just a
book; it is a full course of instruction. This is an
incredible piece of work." —Ned W. Bennett,
CEO/Cofounder, optionsXpress, Inc. "I highly
recommend Guy Cohen's Volatile Markets Made
Easy, which introduces to the world his simple
approach utilizing flag chart patterns to capitalize on
trending stocks. Guy's combination of clear
explanations and lavishly detailed follow-throughs of
trade examples cogently demonstrates how to
deploy several simple, option-based strategies to
make consistent money with one of the most reliable
stock chart patterns—while strictly limiting risk with
sound money management techniques. Add this one
to your shelf." —John Brasher, CallWriter.com
Exit Strategies for Covered Call Writing reveals the
best and most effective procedures to manage your
stock option positions. After selling a call option,
many investors simply permit the result to run its
own course through expiration Friday. This will cost
you money! By administering well-thought-out exit
strategies, based on sound fundamental and
technical principles along with your common sense,
your profits will be maximized and your losses will be
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diminished. Alan Ellman, author of the best-selling
Cashing In on Covered Calls, speaks to the average
blue collar investors of the world. In a practical and
straightforward manner, he offers sound, honest,
and easy-to-understand management techniques
that will take the mystery out of covered call writing.
Inside you will discover and learn about: What exit
strategies can do for youThe key parameters to
considerExit strategy alternativesExecuting exit
strategy tradesReal-life examplesProfiting with the
Ellman calculatorAnd much more
A comprehensive guide for beginners by the leading
authority on options Whether the markets are
moving up or down, options remain one of the most
attractive instruments for all investors. Profit with
Options is a beginner's guide to trading options,
delivered in clear and engaging manner by options
guru Lawrence McMillan. Starting with a basic
explanation of terminology, McMillan explains
complete trading methodologies with chapters on
direct and contrary indicators, protecting a stock
portfolio, and trading volatility. The "Q&A" section in
each chapter offers readers a chance to test their
knowledge in real life trading situations. Whether you
are looking for new investment sources in a bear
market or seeking hedge protection in a bull, Profit
with Options is a lively, one-stop reference and vital
tool. Lawrence C. McMillan is the President of
McMillan Analysis Corporation. He publishes the
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newsletter The Option Strategist and the innovative
fax service "Daily Volume Alerts," updating investors
on unusual increases in equity option volume. He is
the author of the bestselling Options as a Strategic
Investment and McMillan on Options (Wiley:
0-471-11960-1).
Iron Condors is the third book in the "Best Option
Strategies" series and each offers a hands-on
education for some of the most useful option
strategies. It is intended to be very different from all
other books about iron condors. Expect to learn the
basic concepts of trading iron condors: (1) How to
decide which options are suitable for your iron
condor. Know in advance that there is seldom a
single 'best' position that suits all traders; (2) Ideas -with specific examples -- on how to manage risk; (3)
Figuring out when to exit. We'll discuss the pros and
cons of locking in profits quickly (not a good idea) vs.
holding longer (but not too long). There is more that
makes this book so special. It is not just a "how to"
book because I share lessons learned from a lifetime
of trading options (starting in 1977 when I became a
CBOE market maker). I share my philosophy on iron
condor trading and ideas on how a winning trader
thinks. The goal is to offer guidance that allows you
to develop good trade habits and an intelligent way
of thinking about trading. We all learn as we gain
experience, but some experience can be destructive
when mindsets -- that are dangerous to your
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longevity as a trader -- become ingrained habits.
This book helps traders avoid developing a difficultto-break way of thinking. This book was prepared for
an audience that already understands the most basic
concepts about options. Although some of the
material is suitable for rookies. If you do not
understand the difference between a put and call or
have zero trading experience, I encourage you to
begin with the most basic concepts about options
before continuing. There are numerous sources of
information, but I recommend my recently updated
(2013) The Rookie's Guide to Options, 2nd edition.
Another decision involves the pre-planned (I
encourage preparation of a trade plan for each
trade) exit when the target profit is achieved. If you
have no profit target, then you will be hard pressed
to exit when the trade continues to earn money. As
profits accumulate, it becomes a daily decision: hold
or exit. It is important to recognize when there is too
little remaining profit potential for the prudent trader
to hold. The trade plan helps with making good and
timely decisions -- and that makes you a more
disciplined trader. Closing the position could also be
a gut-wrenching decision that locks in a loss and is
made because it has become essential to take riskreducing action. The book offers a solid introduction
to risk management for iron condor traders. The
following points represent the foundation of my
beliefs, and the book is written accordingly: (1)The
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ability to manage risk is the most important skill for
any trader; (2) Take time to learn about the Greeks.
It is not difficult, and it allows you to recognize the
risk (and reward) potential for any position; (3)
Discipline is necessary when managing risk. It is one
thing to say that you understand what risk
management is all about, but it is another to put it
into practice; (4) Let another trader earn the last
nickel or dime on the call and put spreads that
comprise the iron condor. Pay a small sum to exit,
lock in profits, and eliminate all risk. The iron condor
is most often traded as a single transaction,
consisting of four legs. However, it is managed as if
it were two positions. This is not a contradiction. This
mindset is covered in detail
Generate consistent income with a smart weekly
options strategy Profiting From Weekly Options is a
clear, practical guide to earning consistent income
from trading options. Rather than confuse readers
with complex math formulas, this book concentrates
on the process of consistently profiting from weekly
option serials by utilizing a series of simple trades.
Backed by the author's thirty years of experience as
a professional option trader and market maker, these
ideas and techniques allow active individual traders
and investors to generate regular income while
mitigating risk. Readers will learn the fundamental
mechanisms that drive weekly options, the market
forces that affect them, and the analysis techniques
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that help them manage trades. Weekly options are
structured like conventional monthly options, but
they expire each week. Interest has surged since
their inception three years ago, and currently
accounts for up to thirty percent of total option
volume, traded on all major indices as well as high
volume stocks and ETFs. This book is a guide to
using weekly options efficiently and effectively as
income-generating investments, with practical
guidance and expert advice on strategy and
implementation. Discover the cycles and market
dynamics at work Learn essential fundamental and
technical analysis techniques Understand the option
trading lexicon and lifecycle Gain confidence in
managing trades and mitigating risk Weekly options
can be integrated with any existing options strategy,
but they are particularly conducive to credit spread
strategies and short-term trades based on technical
patterns. For investors looking for an easy-in/easyout method of generating consistent income,
Profiting From Weekly Options provides the wisdom
of experience with practical, actionable advice.
Learn why stock options - a versatile investment tool
that has seen explosive growth over the past few
years - belong in your portfolio. If you're already
trading options, this book is also for you. You will
gain a thorough understanding of option pricing,
function and equivalents, which will help you trade
more effectively. Adopt more advanced option
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strategies, like iron condors and double diagonals, to
help protect your nest egg and earn healthy returns.
Includes chapter quizzes and accompanying CDROM.
Praise for Options Theory and Trading "I've had the
pleasure of teaching with Ron Ianieri at numerous
live seminars for traders and investors, and one
thing is for sure-Ron knows options! Now Ron has
created a thorough, easy-to-read guide that you can
benefit from in many ways, whether you are
experienced in options trading or just starting out. I
believe you will find Options Theory and Trading like
Ron himself . . . full of knowledge, entertaining, fastpaced, and a joy to be around." —Price Headley,
CFA, CMT, founder of BigTrends.com "I've had the
pleasure of knowing and working with Ron for many
years now. When managing funds in our asset
management company, Ron has always been our
'go-to guy' on anything options-related. I've also
taught a number of seminars side by side with Ron
over the years where I've always come home
knowing more about options than when I left! The
man is truly the 'pitbull' of derivatives." —Peter
Reznicek, Chief Equity Strategist,
www.ShadowTrader.net "What a pleasure to read
Ron Ianieri's new book, Options Theory and Trading.
As a market technician for the last thirty-three years I
am always looking for technical moves in stocks, and
I rely on Ron's expertise for the optimum options
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strategy needed for each specific move I perceive
happening in the markets. Ron's 'in the pits'
experience serves to correct the misinformation in
much of the published material and classes currently
available to the unsuspecting options trader." —David
Steelsmith Elliott, Wallstreetteachers.com, World's
#1 Market Timer, USIC "Ron's expertise in options is
as high as there is and his experience is
unparalleled. Ron not only knows the answer but can
explain it in a '101' fashion that is simple enough for
even a novice to understand. His book is written in
the same fashion. Ron not only explains the 'how
to's' but also the 'how and why' which other books
just don't seem to do. As a day trader/swing trader
by nature, I also appreciate Ron incorporating real
chart examples for us directional traders. For these
reasons, I would highly recommend Ron's book to
anyone interested in using options." —Chris Rowe,
The Trend Rider, www.tycoonresearch.com
Stop settling for ever-decreasing dividend yields and
bank CDs which pay less than 1%... and start
making your investments work for you again... If
you're worried about the current market uncertainty,
covered calls are your antidote to chaos. You can
use them to generate safe returns, no matter what
happens to your stock. It's like generating rental
income on stocks you already own, even if those
stocks don't already pay dividends. Which is why
with smart covered call writing, you can double your
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monthly cash flow. Making it the perfect income
strategy, because you can use covered calls to
create instant cash, with premiums paid directly into
your brokerage account. So you can use this smart,
safe strategy to generate "Synthetic Dividends" on
stocks that you already own. In fact... you can make
as much as 40% extra per year by writing covered
calls... compared to if you just bought and held the
same stock. Perfect for retirement investors.
Covered calls aren't risky... when used correctly they
actually decrease your risk... and even the most
conservative investors can benefit from adding
covered call writing to their investment strategy.
Even if you know nothing about options, this book
will get you right up to speed. Here is just a fraction
of what you'll discover: The 6 criteria we use to
select the best stocks to write covered calls on Page 96 The vital difference between covered and
uncovered calls - Page 55 Why you shouldn't write
covered calls in an IRA. Many investors make this
mistake, but learn why using a regular account will
actually save on your tax bill - Page 54 How to use
covered calls to lower the purchase price of stocks
you already own 3 rules for adjusting your covered
call - Page 129 A simple strategy for selecting the
right strike price - Page 160 How to find the best
covered call stocks for free. Stock scanning services
will charge you $99/month for this information, but
our approach costs nothing and lists the exact same
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companies - Page 100 How to get started with
covered calls if you only have a small account. This
is perfect if you want the benefits but don't have
$5,000 or more to invest - Page 133 Plus, inside the
book you get free access to a 7 part video course
covering all aspects of profitable investing So even if
you've never used options before, the book walks
you through everything step by step. You'll find
everything explained in plain English, free from
technical jargon. Even if you get stuck, you can
always send us an email (provided inside the book)
or reach out in our private investing community on
social media - we're always happy to help with any
questions you might have. And remember... bank
CD's will only pay you between 0% and 1%... the
dividend yield on the S&P 500 is around 2%... and 5
to 10 year municipal bonds will only pay between 2%
and 3%. But if you use what's inside this book, you
could have the opportunity to get much more than
that. For instance... if you put together a portfolio of
three of the best covered call stocks... you could see
an average yield of 15% per year... just from your
covered call income. That's 2 to 3 times more than
you'll see anywhere else. All this from your regular
brokerage account, just as easily as you can buy
stock. Because if you know how to buy stocks, you
can use covered calls. It's that simple. And when you
receive just a single premium from one of these
covered calls (which is paid into your account
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instantly) it covers the cost of this book 10x over. To
get your copy right now, just scroll up and click "add
to cart"
A comprehensive resource for understanding and
trading weekly options Weekly options are traded on
all major indices, as well as high volume stocks and
ETFs. They continue to surge in popularity,
accounting for as much as twenty percent of daily
options volume. And while existing options strategy
can be used with weeklys, they are particularly
conducive to premium selling strategies and shortterm trades based on a news item or technical
pattern. With this timely guide, and its companion
video, you'll learn exactly how to use weeklys to
make more money from option selling strategies and
how to make less expensive bets on short-term
market moves. Written by Russell Rhoads, a top
instructor at the CBOE's Options Institute, Trading
Weekly Options + Video skillfully explains the unique
pricing and behavioral characteristics of weekly
options and shows how to take advantage of those
unique features using traditional option strategies.
The first book and video combination product
focused solely on weekly options Outlines the most
effective trading strategies associated with weekly
options, including taking advantage of the
accelerating time-decay curve when an option
approaches expiration Filled with the practical, realworld insights of author Russell Rhoads, an expert in
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this field Created with both the experienced and
beginning option traders in mind, this book and video
package will help you make the most of your time
trading weekly options.
Sure, everyone takes notice when the stock market
rises dramaticallyor suddenly plungesbut do you
realize that most of the time, the stock market is
doing nothing but making very slight deviations from
the previous day, week, month, and year? What you
need is the strategy that generates returns in the
most common market conditionwhen the market is
trading sideways. The Iron Condor is that strategy,
and this book will teach you how to master it. When
other strategies, meant to be used in big market
moves, underperformthe iron condor will enable you
to generate income because it is a combination of
two popular leverage options strategies: the bull-put
credit spread and the bear-call credit spread, one of
which will always be profitable. It's no surprise that it
is the go-to strategy the most experienced options
traders use. Iron Condor: Neutral Strategy for
Uncommon Profits introduces you to this strategy
with concepts, ideas, and rules of thumb gleaned
from the PowerOptionsApplied newsletter's
successful trading of the iron condor over the past
five years. But this book goes deeper than just
theory and concept to bring you real-world examples
featuring real profits and actual mistakes. From the
professional experiences shared in this guide, you
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will learn to: [[ Search for, find, analyze, enter,
manage, roll, and exit the iron condor strategy [[
Select the right security, including indexes and ETFs
[[ Determine the right broker to use when placing an
iron condor trade [[ Reduce and manage risk
involved with trading iron condors [[ Optimize the
strategy for maximized returns Complete with profit
and loss diagrams and actual calculations, factbased statistics and probability, this book gives you
the knowledge you need to put the iron condor to
workand see how powerful this strategy can be for
you.
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